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Heart pieces ocarina of time hyrule field

Heart Pieces is an integral part of The Legend of Zelda's game loop. What originated as Heart Containers in The Hyrule Fantasy became Pieces in A Link to the Past. It's only until recently with Breath of the Wild that the franchise has traded in Heart Pieces for spiritual orbs. However, the heart pieces are more rewarding
to find, often linked to puzzles and game challenges. While most of the heart pieces in The Legend of Zelda require effort to find, Ocarina of Time practically gives away some of his pieces. However, this makes sense considering that Ocarina of Time was the first 3D game in the series. More importantly, it's always nice
to stumble upon some easy heart pieces. 10 Gerudo Valley Heart Pieces The Legend of Zelda never strays from hiding pieces of the heart in sight and Ocarina of Time is no exception. Gerudo Valley actually has two pieces of heart Link can get the moment you leave Kokiri Forest. Simply head to the Gerudo Valley, take
the solitary cuckoo and fly to the waterfall to the right of the bridge. They will be a heartpiece inside and Link can swim towards Lake Hylia. If players go back and grab the Cucco again, they can jump from the bridge to the left to land on a platform with a box. Roll in the box and Link will find another piece of heart. 9 Skull
boy's heart After meeting Darunia in Goron City, Link will have to go through the lost forest to ask Saria for guidance. Upon meeting Saria, she will teach Link her song and he will be able to return to Darunia. Staying in the lost forest, however, reveals an easy piece of heart. Simply turn left after entering the lost forest
from Kokiri Forest and stand in front of the lone Skull Kid. Take out your Ocarina, play the Song of Saria, and the Skull Child will recognize Link as a friend and give him a piece of heart, it is worth noting, this secondary mission is referenced when passing through Skull Kid in Majora's Mask. 8 Mamamu Yan's Little
Richard There's not much to do at Hyrule Market at night, but it's a fun little fun area to explore. The alleys feature some colorful dialogues, the treasure chest game is fun to cheat once Link gets the Lens of Truth, and all the wild dogs give the market a different flavor. Speaking of, the white dog in the main store is tied to
a piece of heart. This white dog, Little Richard, will follow Link if the players face him. Take the dog to the nearest alley by the treasure chest game and then enter the door directly in front of Link. Give Little Richard to Mamamu Yan and he'll give Link a heartpiece. Death Mountain Crater This is actually a very easy heart
piece to get and can be obtained along with the magic meter after completing the Dodongo cavern. Right next to the Fountain of the Great Fairy and Kaepora Gaebora is the Crater of the Mountain of Death. Navi will warn Link that overheating if they stay inside too long and a timer will start ticking. While players will have
less than a minute, the heart piece inside the Death Mountain crater is directly in front of Link. Simply run from the edge of the cliff in front of LInk and you'll start to come down. Let go, grab the center alcobe, catch the heart piece inside and climb up again with a few seconds to spare. 6 Kakariko Cow Piece After
grabbing the magic meter and heart piece inside the Death Mountain crater, talk to Kaepora Gaebora. He will offer to take Link back to the village of Kakariko, where he will leave Link above Impa's house. If players walk forward, they will notice a ledge to the right of the house on the henhouse. Let go of the ledge and
enter the hole in the wall. Next to a cow inside Impa's house there will be a piece of heart. 5 Heart fenced after getting bombs inside Dodongo Cavern, players can start bombing their way through Hyrule Field to find secret grottoes and varied treats. One of those secrets is near Lake Hylia. Head to the fenced area just
outside the lake and drop a dead bomb center. A secret grotto containing a Deku Scrub will open. Shoot the Scrub's nut back in his face and buy his Heart Piece for a cuddly 10 Rupees. 4 Windmill Heart After becoming an adult, Sheik will head Link to Kakariko Village to find the Hookshot. By talking to NPCs in front of
the city gate and checking inside Dampe's hut, players will learn that Dampe has since passed away and hidden a treasure inside his grave. Enter the flower-ordered tomb to the left of the cemetery and follow Dampe. Dampe will reward Link the Hookshot for keeping up with him and players will return to Kakariko's
windmill. Instead of jumping into the windmill, either Hookshot or jump towards the heart piece. 3 Frozen Source Hyrule changes significantly after players pull out the Master Sword and Link becomes an adult. Zora's Dominion has been frozen, with all the Zoras trapped under the ice. Before Link gets the Hookshot, he
can head to Zora's Dominion and complete the Ice Caverns to earn the Iron Boots. On the way to mini-dungeons, Link will have to jump over rotating circles of ice. Follow the ice to the right path and it will take you to a piece of the heart. The left path leads to the dungeon itself. 2 Underwater Heart After completing the
ice caverns and obtaining the iron boots, Link can return to Zora's domain to thaw King Zora with blue fire. However, before players return to Zora's Dominion, have to explode in the Iron Boots outside the Ice Caverns and sink to the bottom of the lake. At the bottom there will be a piece of heart. Link can then unequip the
iron boots and float up again. While Link must have That health enough to make the journey down and back without dying, King Zora rewards Link with the Zora robe for those who prefer to play safe. 1 golden tree There is a peculiar golden tree on the western side of Hyrule. If the players managed to find the tree as a
child and bombed the place, they will have fallen into a secret grotto with nothing particular. Returning as an adult and with the Iron Boots, however, the Link to Heart Piece networks. At the bottom of the pond inside the grotto is the piece of the heart. Put on your boots, dive in and have a free heart. NEXT: The Legend
Of Zelda: 10 playable characters that aren't linked to the next fantasy finale: the 15 best female characters in the whole series, Ranked related themes about author Renan Fontes (216 articles published) More from Renan Fontes As the first truly 3D Zelda game, Ocarina of Time has a special place at the heart of many
players as their favorite Zelda game , as well as your favorite game of all time. With its presence at such a high level, it's no surprise that people keep coming back to play it even 20 years after its release. The move to the third dimension brought with it even more heartpieces than its predecessors, with a large total of 36
found scattered throughout the game to get nine additional heart containers on top of the won through boss battles. We'll find them all today. 36 Heart Piece 1 At LonLon Ranch, head behind the horse track and enter the cow-filled building. Move the boxes to access the back corner wall, where a small hole is hidden
through which you can crawl. Inside is the first piece of the heart. 35 Heartpiece 2 At Hyrule Market at night, find the woman's lost dog and she will give you a piece of heart. The correct dog should appear on the left side of the screen once it enters the market from Hyrule Field, under the man looking out of a window.
Take the dog to the right side down the alley, and at the front door - not the one on the left. 34 Heart Piece 3 In the Lost Woods, in the same room as the Slingshot minigame, lower the ladder and stand on the trunk strangely at the other end. Complete the Skull Kids ocarina game and you'll get a heartpiece. 33 Heart
Piece 4 In the cemetery, play the Dampe Tomb Digging Game for a chance to dig up a heartpiece. The piece should appear directly in front of a tombstone. 32 Heartpiece 5 (Saria's song required) Once you have Saria's song, head to the lost forest where there are two touches, one very high and one much shorter. Play
the song for the Skull Kid and he'll give you the piece of 31 Heartpiece 6 (sun song and Zelda song required) In the cemetery, one of the smallest tombstones hides a hole in the ground, containing a Gibdo. Tap the Song of the Sun where you are standing to generate a chest, which contains the Heart Piece. 30 Piece of
Heart 7 In Death Death at the top of the dungeon entrance is a heartpiece that is usually unattainable until you get the Master Sword. However, you can Z-Lock with your back in front of the bombs and come back on the ledge to get it much sooner. 29 Heartpiece 8 (goron bracelet or pump bag required) In Goron City,
light all torches so that the giant vase in the center starts spinning on the ground. Drop bombs or bomb fruit inside as you spin and spit out some rupees and a heart piece. 28 HeartPiece 9 (Dodongo Cavern Hit) After being sent to the top of Death Mountain, there will be a room behind the owl that cannot last long inside
without adult Goron Tunic. However, there is nothing to stop you from running inside and putting the HeartPiece on the ledge before grabbing the Master Sword. Just fall and get caught on the wall to get to it faster. 27 Heartpiece 10 From the top of Death Mountain, have the owl take you back to the village of Kakariko
and leave you on top of a building. Instead of jumping anywhere, go next to the Cucco girl to get to the ledge previously out of hand. Go through the hole in the wall to get the heart piece. 26 HeartPiece 11 (bomb bag required) After getting the bomb bag, you can now do the Bomchu Bowling Alley minigame at Hyrule
Market. One of the random prizes is a piece of heart. 25 Heartpiece 12 Using the Cucco around the Zora River, navigate around the back of the high rock formation and climb the ladder, where a second Cucco is waiting for you. Use it to slide into the part of your heart out of range. 24 Heartpiece 13 Just before the
entrance to Zora's Dominion is an out-of-reach piece of heart. Take a Cucco on your way up to reach it. 23 Heartpiece 14 In Zora's domain, light all the torches to spawn a hidden chest containing a piece of heart behind the waterfall. 22 Piece of the heart 15 In the valley of Gerudo, take a Cucco and fly from the right shelf
towards the waterfall. There is a hidden groove on the wall that contains a piece of heart. 21 Heartpiece 16 In the same place as the last piece, grab a Cucco and fly out of the left side, towards the wooden box on a ledge. Roll into it to break it to reveal the piece of heart. 20 Heartpiece 17 In the fishing pond, catch a fish
weighing at least 10 pounds and the secretary will give you a piece of heart. 19 Heartpiece 18 (Deku Pumps and Shield Required) At Hyrule Field place a bomb in the center of the closed access to Lake Hylia and go down the hole. Use the Deku Shield to divert the nuts from the Deku and he'll offer to sell you a Heart
Piece for the problem. 18 Heart Piece 19 (Magic Bean Required) Plant a Magic Bean in the corner of the Cemetery as a Youth Link, then return as an adult to mount the plant to the ledge. Break the box to reveal the Heart Piece. 17 Heartpiece 20 (magic bean required) on Hylia Lake, plant Magic bean like Young Link
next to the researcher's lab, then returns as an adult to climb to the top of the building and reach the heart piece. 16 Heartpiece 21 After making Dampe's Race as an adult, you end up on the top shelf inside the windmill that was previously inaccessible. Use the swivel platform in the center of the room to get to the heart
piece on the other side. 15 HeartPiece 22 After doing Dampe's career and receiving the Hookshot, you can compete with it again to try to beat his time. Finish in less than 1 minute and he'll give you a piece of heart. 14 Heartpiece 23 (Hookshot Recommended) As an adult, Hookshot to the ceiling where the man is resting
and talk to him to give him a piece of heart. You can also get this piece to one side by jumping off the tower, but waiting for the Hookshot to be much easier to achieve without dying. 13 Heartpiece 24 (Gold scale or iron boots required) Inside the researcher's lab, touch the bottom of the pool, and then talk to the
researcher to receive the heart piece. 12 HeartPiece 25 (Bombs, Golden Scale or Iron Boots Required) At Northwest Hyrule Field, bomb the tree to open a hole in the ground. Inside there is a pool of water with a heart piece at the bottom. 11 Heart Piece 26 (Magic Bean and Goron Tunic Required) Inside Death Mountain
Crater, plant a Magic Bean next to the great rock formation as Young Link. Return as an adult to assemble the plant and reach the heart piece. 10 Heartpiece 27 In Zora's fountain as an adult, jump through the ice floating in the water to reach the end and collect the heart piece. 9 Heartpiece 28 (Iron Boots and Zora Tunic
Required) Immerse yourself in the bottom of the Zora Fountain to reach a Heart Piece at the bottom. 8 Heartpiece 29 (bottle required) In the ice cave room where the compass is located, bottle some blue fire and use it in the piece of heart wrapped in ice to release it. 7 Heart Piece 30 (Lens of Truth Recommended) In
Hyrule Market at night is a mini-game that allows you to open one of the two chests in a room to try to reach the last one, containing a piece of heart. While you can do this without the Lens of Truth, the Lens will allow you to see in the chests and cheat, making the mini-game much easier to win. 6 HeartPiece 31 (Song of
Storms Required) On the Zora River as Young Link, tap the Song of Storms to the frogs sitting on the trunk to give away a piece of heart. 5 Heart Piece 32 (All non-teleported songs required) Play each non-tele teleported song until the five frogs have grown, then play their minigame to receive a second piece of heart. 4
Heartpiece 33 (one shot required) In Gerudo's fortress, climb through the thieves' hideout until you reach the top with a square hole in the ground. From the left corner, point to the chest at the top of the building and Hookshot toward it to get the heart piece inside. 3 Heartpiece 34 (Gerudo token required) In Gerudo
Valley, after freeing carpenters gaining the respect of the Gerudo, now you can make a mini-game for Epona. Earn 1000 or more points in the minigame to be rewarded with a heart piece. 2 Heartpiece 35 (magic bean required) In the Desert Colossus, plant a Magic Bean as a Young Link in the corner of the platform in
front of the dungeon entrance. Return as an adult and mount the plant to reach the heart piece. 1 Heartpiece 36 (50 Gold Skultulas) In Kakariko Village, talk to the family inside skutula House after finding 50 Gold Skultulas that will be given the ultimate Heart Piece. Next: Zelda: 10 holes of the plot in Ocarina of time that
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